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Riviera & Beyond: Coastal Playground of EU Battleground
•

Welcome and thanks for attending

•

This lecture has two main aims: 1)quick overview of the beautiful French
and Italian Riviera’s and then 2) a brief background on the challenges facing
the European Union which lies beyond the beautiful beaches and cities.

•

Thus, we will paint two contrasting pictures- the centuries old playgrounds of
the rich and famous and the current existential issues gathering over the
future of the European Union – the greatest political creation of the 20th
century
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Rivieras and Islands of Mediterranean
Monaco
St Tropez

Portofino
La Spezia
Calvi

Marseille

Corsica
Olbia
Naples

Sardinia
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Coastline and Islands of Mediterranean
•

Italy’s Sardinia is the 2nd largest Island in Mediterranean with population of
1.7 million and has been settled since pre-history and has stone
towers/fortress remaining of the ancient Nuragic civilization

•

Olbia Sardinian - city of 60000 in northeastern Sardinia - a tourist
destination thanks to its sea and beaches

•

Calva is a Small town of 6000 on the French Island of Corsica. According to
legend, Christopher Columbus supposedly came from Calvi, which at the
time was part of the Genoese Empire. It is an area of summer tourism.

•

Corsica a French Island where in 1769.Napoleon Bonaparte was born the
city of Ajaccio, - today a s visitor attraction and museum. Due to Corsica's
historical ties with the Italian peninsula, the island retains many Italian
cultural elements. Has population of 330,000.

•

Elba – Small Italian Island of 30,000 people where Napoleon was exiled
1814 along with his personal guard of 600 men. He stayed on the island,
carrying out reforms and after 300 days escaped to France
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Italian Sardinia &
French Corsica

• Sardinia
• 2nd largest Island,
population of 1.7 mil
• Olbia - tourist
attracted beaches
• Corsica
• Population 330,000
• Calvi - Columbus
home and tourism
• Ajaccio -Napoleon
birthplace museum
• French but retains
Italian culture
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Coastline and Islands of Mediterranean
•

Italy’s Sardinia is 2nd largest Island in Mediterranean with population of 1.7
mil.; settled since pre-history with stone fortress of ancient Nuragic
civilization

•

Olbia - northeastern Sardinia city - tourist attracted to its sea and beaches

•

Calvi, Corsica - small town where Christopher Columbus came from Calvi
when was in Genoese Empire. Area of summer tourism.

•

Napoleon Bonaparte museum in Ajaccio, where he was born. Though
French Island, retains Italian cultural elements among its population of
330,000.
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French Riviera – vacation land for
from tourists around the world

St Tropez
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•

The French Riviera is the Mediterranean coastline of the southeast corner of
France.

•

Monaco is a semi-enclave within the region, surrounded on three sides by
France and fronting the Mediterranean.

•

Riviera was one of the first modern resort areas – as winter health resort for
the British upper class at the end of the 18th century.

•

With the arrival of the railway in the mid-19th century, it became the
playground and vacation spot of British, Russian, and other aristocrats such
as Rothschilds.

•

In the first half of the 20th century, it was frequented by artists and writers,
including Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse and Aldous Huxley, as well as
wealthy Americans and Europeans.

•

After WW II became popular tourist destination for celebrities - Elton John
and Brigitte Bardot

•

Its largest city is Nice, which has a population of 347,060

•

French Riviera has a total population of two million and as we have already
see a major yachting and cruising area
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Saint Tropez on French Riviera

Clothing optional beaches

• Popular thanks to influx of artists and jet set
• In 15th century settled by Genoese attracted by
exemption from taxation – precursor to Monte Carlo
• Notoriety from visits by Coco Chanel and French
sexpot Brigitte Bardot
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Saint Tropez on French Riviera
•

A military stronghold and fishing village until 20th century – and the first town
on this coast to be liberated during World War II

•

Became an internationally known resort thanks to influx of artists and jet set

•

Founded by the Phoenicians and taken by Romans who built opulent villas

•

Thousand years ago, pirates sacked and became an Arab Muslim colony
but Muslims were driven out

•

IN 15th century was settled by Genoese who were promised exemption from
taxation – like a precursor to Monte Carlo

•

The city became a small republic with its own fleet and army who repelled
attacks by the Turks and Spanish

•

Town gained notoriety by visits by Coco Chanel of the fashion world and
shooting a film starring French sexpot Brigitte Bardot and clothing optional
beaches
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Marseilles: Edge of Riviera
& entryway of immigration
MARSEILLES

• Oldest city in France
• Point of transition
and trade of Med.
civilisations
• France’s gateway and
3rd urban area
• Waves of immigrants
– many from Italy

Old Port - tourism heart
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Edge of French Riviera and entryway of immigration
•

“Oldest city in France" and indeed one of the oldest in western Europe.

•

Founded 600 BC and developed into important port in ancient world

•

Major point of transition and trade between the civilisations of the
Mediterranean

•

Long one of most important ports in France – and its third largest urban
area.

•

One of main gateways into France – poor economies and political
unrest brought several other waves of immigrants

•

A third of Marseille trace their roots back to Italy

•

Only really opened up to tourism near end of 20th century.

•

Old Port is the tourism heart of Marseilles
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La Spezia – Port on Italian Riviera

•
•
•
•

Ancient port of Romans
Naval arsenal and port WW I
WW II departure port for Jewish survivors for Palestine
Honored for partisan struggle during WW II.
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Liguria Capital(s)La Spezia
•

Ancient port of Romans linked to nearby power –Genoa

•

After fall of Genoa, was independent state until 1797, La Spezia grew,
developed and changed, though along lines similar to Liguria's capital
Genoa.

•

After 1861 site of great naval arsenal

•

Departure port of Italian troopships in WW I

•

After WW II liberation, point of departure for survivors from Nazi
concentration camps of 23,000 Jewish for Palestine

•

Province was awarded Gold Medal for Military Valor for sacrifices in its
partisan struggle during WW II.
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Portofino on Italian Riviera

• Once fishing village, now resort
• Colorfully painted buildings
• Relax, stroll, listen to the sea
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Portofino
•

Italian fishing village and holiday resort famous for its picturesque harbor
and historical association with celebrity and artistic visitors

•

In Metropolitan Genoa on the Italian Riviera

•

Town is clustered around its small harbor, and is known for the colorfully
painted buildings that line the shore

•

In 1409 Portofino was sold to Republic of Florence but later given it back

•

In 1815 it entered Kingdom of Sardinia, but became part of Italy in 1861 at
Italy’s formation

•

In late 1800s European aristocratic tourists began to visit and eventually,
built expensive vacation houses

•

By 1950 tourism had replaced fishing as the town's chief industry

•

Had some famous residents such Rex Harrison (1908-1990), English actor
and his actress wife Lilli Palmer

•

Tourist guides say the most impressive thing about Portofino is the lifestyle –
and just relax, stroll the village and listen to the sea
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Monaco 1 square mile microstate – tax
haven for rich, famous and absent!
• 700-year monarchy
• Independent, but
defense by France
• Scenic, casinos,
people watching…
• Banking centre
• Monaco Grand Prix
• Big yachts!
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Monaco – playground for rich and famous
•

Rich microstate - less than one-square mile

•

Playground for rich and famous thanks to tax haven

•

Constitutional monarchy headed by Prince Albert II

•

House of Grimaldi has ruled for 700 years

•

Independent with separate foreign policy but defense responsibility of
France

•

Mild climate, scenery, and gambling facilities make recreation centre for the
rich

•

Now a major banking centre and site of Monaco Grand Prix motor race
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Glamorous TV weddings drew
world attention on Monaco

Prince Rainier & actress
Grace Kelly, 1956

Prince Albert & Olympian
10
Charlene Wittstock, 2011

•

Widely televised 1956 marriage of the actress Grace Kelly to Prince Rainier
III focused world attention to the tiny principality.

•

Rainier III, ruled until 2005, relinquished his duties to his only son Prince
Albert II

•

In 2011, Prince Albert married Charlene Wittstock, Zimbabwean-South
African former Olympic swimmer

•

Prince Albert II is one of the wealthiest royals in the world, with assets
valued at more than $1 billion
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Nice is nice – Clear air & soft light
liked by Matisse & Chagall
• 8 mi. from Monaco
• Changed hands
many times
• Aristocrats & artists
• 4 million tourists
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Nice - Lighting liked by Matisse & Chagall
•

Population of 350,000

•

On French Riviera 8 miles from Monaco whose busy airport serves.

•

Nicknamed Nice la Belle - "Nice the Beautiful"

•

Over the centuries, town has changed hands many times due to Its strategic
location and port

•

Its mild Mediterranean climate attracted aristocrats in winter

•

Seaside promenade and clear air and soft light have appealed to painters,
such as Marc Chagall, and Henri Matisse Where their Museums are located

•

Highly visited - 4 million tourists every year

•

Nice Airport 3rd busiest in France after those in Paris

•

Location of Garibaldi's monument, hero of Italian unification who was born in
Nice in 1807 when in the Napoleonic Empire
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Challenges of Post WW II Europe

•
•
•
•

Reconcile and rebuild
Soviet Union & nuclear threat
Nearly Cold War wars of Berlin & Cuba
Decolonization

Puts today’s troubles in perspective12

The fate of the European Union is a real issue.
•

Post WW II Europeans tackled difficult issues that make some of today’s troubles
seem more manageable

•

They had to rebuild destroyed cities and organizations and reconcile with former
combatants

•

Communist regimes of Soviet Union subjugated millions

•

East and West came close to war over Berlin and Cuba

•

Europe had to cope with decolonization, wars in Indochina, Algeria, Angola and
Mozambique, domestic violence and ethnic cleansing

•

Millions protested American missiles in Europe and the invasion of Iraq
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EU’s Miraculous Transformation
In the second half of the twentieth century,
the lives of the Europeans were transformed
almost beyond recognition. In 1950, many of
the continent’s residents heated their homes
with coal, cooled their food with ice, and
lacked …indoor plumbing. … [T]he last half
century has left Europeans today enormously
better off than their grandparents were fifty
years ago. - Barry Eichengreen, The European
Economy Since 1945
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European Union’s Miraculous Progress

In the second half of the twentieth century, the lives
of the Europeans were transformed almost beyond
recognition. In 1950, many of the continent’s
residents heated their homes with coal, cooled their
food with ice, and lacked …indoor plumbing. … [T]he
last half century has left Europeans today enormously
better off than their grandparents were fifty years
ago.
Barry Eichengreen, The European Economy Since 1945-Coordinated
Capitalism and Beyond, Princeton University Press, 2007, page 1
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In Praise of EU
From:
◼ Perpetually warring
◼ War-ravaged
To:
◼ Formed union
◼ Became democratic
◼ Accepted Cold War
foes

Map of EU

EU: Most successful voluntary international
cooperation in modern history

In Praise of EU

From:
Perpetually warring
War-ravaged
To:
Formed union
Became democratic
Accepted Cold War foes

EU: Most successful voluntary international
cooperation in modern history
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Rating EU Power?

◼

◼

◼

Power = Getting others do what they otherwise
would not
Hard power = GDP, population, military
strength, projection of forces, technological
prowess …
Soft power = political system, culture, ideology,
diplomacy, alliances, networks of influence …
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◼
◼

◼

Getting others do what they otherwise would not
Hard power = GDP, population, arms strength, projection of
forces, technological prowess …
Soft power = political system, culture, ideology, diplomacy,
alliances, networks of influence …
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Relative decline of EU share of World

Item
1990 2017
Trade
33%
25%
Military
21%
11%
GDP
25%
16%
Population
9%
7%
Despite relative decline, EU remains indispensable
to maintaining free & democratic world
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Decline of EU share of World
•

EU share of world has declined significantly in trade, Military expenditures,
GDP and Population the past quarter century

•

Since the end of the Cold war in 1990:
•

Share of trade has fallen from 33% to 25%

•

Share of military expenditure has been cut nearly in half – from 21%
to 11%

•

Share of GDP dropped from 25% to 16%

•

Share of Population from 9% to 7%

•

Some of this is due to the spectacular rise of China

•

But EU growth during recent years has been sluggish

Despite relative decline, EU remains indispensable to maintaining free &
democratic world
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EU still a leading World Power

1.
2.
3.
4.

Military
US
China
EU
Russia

1.
2.
3.

Trade
EU
China
US

1.
2.
3.

GDP
China
EU
US
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• World is changing
• China rising power
• Russia fading but remains major military power
• US Middle East wars and Financial Crisis weakened US reputation and finances
• 2018 global of leading economic power: 49% US, as leading economic power, 33% China and 7% EU.
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Europe’s soft power

◼

◼

◼
◼

Support for international law, organization and
civil society tops in the world
Europe - model for new countries’ governments,
human rights, and democracy
Hosts foreign university students
Russian or China can’t match Europe’s cultural
clout which is about comparable to U.S.
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Europe’s soft power
•

Support for international law, organization and civil society tops in the
world

•

Europe used as model for new countries developing their governments,
human rights, and social democracy

•

Hosts more foreign university students (not including intra-EU
exchanges)

•

Russian nor China can match Europe’s cultural clout which is about
comparable to the U.S.
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EU internal challenges

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Geopolitical: Relative decline and
threatened at borders by Russia
Governance: Bureaucratic, lacks legitimacy
Immigration: Influx of refugees
Euro € : Slow growth, unemployment, debt…
Discord: Brexit & mounting Euro-sceptics
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Five major EU crises
Geopolitical: Continent in decline hobbled by internal problems and
threatened at its borders by Russia
Democratic governance: Technocratic government that lacks
democratic legitimacy
Immigration: Influx of refugees from Africa and Middle East
swamping EU countries
Euro: Euro zone countries mired in low growth, unemployment,
debt, and austerity
Discord: Brexit & Skeptics

Source: “The future of Europe: coping with crisis”, by
Andrew Moravcsik, Great Decisions, 2017,
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Brexit?
◼
◼
◼

Still undecided and uncertain
Consequences depends on terms
Impacts could be far reaching
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Economy
Political
Energy
Migration
Transportation
International agreements
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◼
◼
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Option I: More EU expand currency union to
a monetary and fiscal
union
Option II: Less EU Break up euro – form
subgroups of weak and
strong with own currency
Option III: Same EU Muddle through by
incremental steps of
monetary easing and
banking union

Options for EU?
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Solutions to euro crisis?
Option I: Fundamental structural reforms - expanding the currency union
to a monetary and fiscal union
Option II: Break up the euro – form subgroups of weak and strong with
own currency

Option III: Same EU - Muddle through - take incremental steps of
monetary easing and toward a banking union

Source: “The future of Europe: coping with crisis”, by
Andrew Moravcsik, Great Decisions, 2017
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Uneven progress – countries and eras

GDP per Capita Progress by Major Eras 1950-2019
Total
Boom Post Boom Post USSR Recession Recovery
Country 1950-2019 1950-74 1974-1990 1990-2009 2009-2013 2013-2019
% Change % chg/yr % chg/yr

SPAIN

% chg/yr

% chg/yr

% chg/yr

849%

5.6%

2.5%

1.8%

-1.5%

2.6%

761%
596%
534%
471%
374%

5.2%
4.8%
4.9%
3.9%
2.3%

2.7%
1.8%
2.5%
2.0%
2.4%

1.6%
1.1%
0.7%
1.1%
1.6%

-1.0%
2.2%
-1.1%
0.7%
1.0%

2.2%
1.2%
0.7%
1.0%
1.1%

PORTUGAL
GERMANY
ITALY
FRANCE
UK

•
•
•
•

Spain greatest post WW II progress
All but UK boom 1950-74
Slower but still strong 1974-90
Italy, France and UK slower growers
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Uneven progress – countries and eras
•
•
•
•

Spain greatest post WW II progress
All but UK boom 1950-74
Slower but still strong 1974-90
Italy, France and UK slower growers
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Germany - economic leader of EU,
But Merkel retiring

EU GDP (tril. of €)
GDP
rank

Member
state

1 Germany
2
3
4
5

UK
France
Italy
Spain
EU
Eurozone

2018

%

3.4 21%
2.4 15%
2.3 15%
1.8 11%
1.2
8%
15.9 100%
11.6 73%

Chancellor of the Free World
23
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External Challenges to EU
Trumpism

◼
◼
◼

EU increase military
EU more favorable trade deal for US
NATO downplayed
“The times in which we could rely fully on
others — they are somewhat over” - Merkel
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External Challenges to EU

Trumpism
EU increase military
EU more favorable trade deal for US
NATO downplayed

“The times in which we could rely fully on others — they are somewhat over” - Merkel
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External Challenges to EU
Putinism
◼
◼
◼
◼

Peel East away - weaken NATO & EU
Become global power – leverage gas
Disrupt and debunk democracy
Keep Russia a kleptocratic state

• “ Fall of USSR greatest political tragedy of 20th
century” • “Liberal idea now obsolete, outlived its purpose”
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External Challenges to EU
Putinism
Peel East away - weaken NATO & EU
Become global power – leverage gas
Disrupt and debunk democracy
Keep Russia a kleptocratic state
•
“ Fall of USSR greatest political tragedy of 20th century” •
“Liberal idea now obsolete, outlived its purpose”
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Future of Europe? More EU like US or
Less EU split into divisions
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What will Europe look like in future: EU shrinks, UK exits and a Norse
League?
For all these reasons, I never seriously expected the euro zone to break up.
…[It] seemed much more likely that the currency would survive—but that the
European Union would disintegrate. After all, there was no legal mechanism
for a country like Greece to leave the monetary union. But …a member state
could leave the EU. And that is precisely what the British did. …
Another thing no one had anticipated in 2011 was developments in
Scandinavia. … When the energy-rich Norwegians suggested a five-country
Norse League, … the proposal struck a chord. …
[The] remaining 21 countries ...[joined] Germany in a new federal United
States of Europe ….
So the European monetary union did not fall apart, despite the dire
predictions of the pundits in late 2011. …
On reflection, it was perhaps just as well that the euro was saved. A
complete disintegration of the euro zone, with all the monetary chaos that it
would have entailed, might have had some nasty unintended consequences.
Source: Niall Ferguson, “2021:The New Europe,” WSJ, Nov 19, 2011
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Riviera & Beyond - Summary & Conclusions
• Riviera - inviting beaches,
quaint towns, wine …
• Onslaught of migrants
compounded crisis
• Now Brexit & Euro skeptics
• Good news: EU didn’t
shatter; economy growing
• Challenge: How proceed
with rising nationalism,
Putinism and Trumpism

Clouds still in Europe’s sky, but not as dark as warring past
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Riviera & Beyond - Summary & Conclusions
•

Riviera is a spectacular cruise destination – with inviting beaches, quaint
towns, historic ports, and delights for the art lovers

•

These ports have attracted millions of migrants to Europe’s shores and
added to the Euro Crisis and its halting recovery

•

The crisis has also prompted Brexit and rising proportion of Euro skeptics

•

The future is still uncertain, but many are relieved that the EU did not further
fall apart and that economic growth has resumed albeit at a slower pace

•

A major question is how to bring together a market with varying cultures that
each have their separate budget and tax policies
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